PLiFix Frequently Asked Questions:
Are PLiFix Reuseable?
If Plifix are used for temporary marking (building sites, areas undergoing repair work), they can be
dug up and reused on another site.
How Solid & Durable Is the Product?
The screw resists repeated shocks by a hammer on the driving-tool, the only standard tool for fitting
Plifix (other substandard objects can damage the fibres). The fibres have total elastic recovery,
folded 140 degrees, they recover their initial position and resist a maximum thrust of 18 kg (then 30
kg once set in the ground)
Is PLiFix Resistant to Heat & Frost?
Tests carried out show with high precision that the fibres become discoloured at 160 degrees Celsius
and melt at 180 degrees Celsius. The screw burns at 345 degrees Celsius. Fibres and screws resist
frost up to - 60 degrees C.
Is it Resistant To Products Used To Treat Lawns?
Plifix resists all products already tolerated by the natural environment.
Can PLiFix Be Ripped Out?
No, once set, provided you follow the instructions, a Plifix will resist a maximum thrust of 30 kg. It is
impossible to pull them out manually. To remove a Plifix you will need to dig it out using a chisel or a
small crowbar.
How Long Should PLiFix Last?
Between 4 and 8 years (sometimes longer) according to its exposure to U.V. and the strength of
products used to treat the turf.
How Do You Remove PLiFix?
• Using a flat tipped chisel: with a hammer push the chisel along the screw at a depth of 10cm then
make it pivot like a lever so that the Plifix moves towards the surface.
• Using a PVC tube 20cm long and with a diameter of 4 - 5cm: place the tube on the Plifix, drive it
into the ground using a hammer to a depth of 15cm then remove the entire tube with the Plifix
inside.
What About Mowing?
When fitted Plifix are driven in until the fibres no longer exceed the desired cutting height. The blade
of the mower will therefore pass over the fibres (Ideal for mowing height marker)
If Plifix are fitted above the usual height, the fibres will be cut and graded the first time they are
mowed. However if you follow the instructions, only 3 to 4 cm of fibres are above the surface of the
ground, which corresponds to the usual cutting height of a garden lawn or turf in a sports ground.

